
Landscaping and Grounds Committee 
Meeting Minutes

October 22, 2020 

1:00 pm TRCC 

Attendees: Co-Chairs Joan Howe and Curt Gilroy, members Diane Geramanis and Kathrin Harris, TR 

Manager Ed Olson, and Bloomings supervisor Shane Battle.  

Ongoing Maintenance Checklist: Shane brought the committee an update of work currently being 

conducted within TR as the mowing schedule has reduced to once every two weeks: 
- weed killing has been actively happening, starting at the south entrance moving north;

- concentrated debris cleanup within landscaped areas, including hedges, such as weeds, oak suckers, vine

removal; in fact, along a section of hedge at the NE corner of SLC/Blvd (south end) there were many

 large invasives removed, leaving large gaps that should be addressed. 

- palm debris left from wrapping lights on palms (picked up 10-22);

- pest control and fertilization applications to occur last week in October;

- Sabal Lake north corners ready for removal of dying shrubs and replanting; Shane has discussed with both

affected owners;

- Awabuki hedge along Central Sara. Pkwy has been trimmed; required some fill-in with additional shrubs

(3-gal);

- Viburnum hedge at 4810 SMC will be repaired/replaced;

- Honore border NE of Nice Way: Ileagnus to be removed soon and viburnun to be planted.

LANDSCAPING projects needing funding for which Shane provided a quote:

- Landscaping of south entrance corners (around the boulders arranged like turtles) now has a concept plan

that the committee likes (attachment B). Blomings proposal, Attachment A, provides a cost to reland-     

     scape these areas, however, the committee feels this cost needs to be more detailed, and also 

 negotiated, as it is quite high. It has been 11 years since the area was touched, so it needs attention; we 

 hope to have clarity by next month to recommend for approval. The cost to rejuvenate the  

 island just inside the north gate (concept photo attachment B) was approved by the board earlier. 

- Duranta replacements: These shrubs are failing, so we recommend replacement as proposed:

-- in island south of CC parking lot— proposed dwarf natal plum (Carissa),

 -- south median between gatehouse and CSP— Arboricola.     

 Bloomings quote (attachment A) is $1314 combined. The committee recommends the board approve 

 this expense. 

- Install hibiscus tree along south wall where there is a void: Bloomings quote is $145; the committee

recommends the board approve this expense.

- Street Corner fill-ins: many of the shrubs (especially Duranta) along the Blvd corners have been declining.

Shane has counted 65 specimens and has provided a quote for replacement at $18/shrub. The

 committee recommends the board approve $1170 for this action. 

- Declining/dead hedge along NW fence of Tennis Courts: the hedge is an eye-sore and the committee

asked Shane to quote removal cost for this aging/diseased 50 feet of shrubs. The committee

 recommends the board approve $400 for this action. 

We also discussed a top-dressing of mulch, since President Gill feels a fall mulching is in order, especially 

since we added an annual mulching service to the contract. Shane reminded us that the new contract does  

not go into effect until January 1, so for this year this does not apply. We discussed the project nonetheless 

and decided that, although a full application of mulch is not necessary at this time, a top dressing should be 

applied to those areas that are currently bare. 
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Other common area items 
 

CC Acoustical Treatment: 

The vendor has completed the installation and the panels look very discrete. The sound 

improvement is noticeable! Ed will ask the vendor to come back and check the current decibel 

level to determine if we have achieved our goal.  
 

Tennis court items:  

Vendor has completed the project. An additional item wanting board consideration: 

- Additional height on the back fence of the basketball court, behind the backboard that 

faces the lake. Balls are frequently bounced over the fence and quickly lost in the lake. Ed 

will ask Stewart Tennis to provide a quote for extending the chain-link, or instead adding 

some netting to the area. 

The addition of scoreboards mounted at the end of the net poles, one at each court, has been 

requested and is appropriate. Approximate cost $200 per board; manager will authorize expense. 
 

Oak-tree Trimming Project: 

Joan will draft a letter for Ed to send to 38 affected homeowners whose lots border the Boulevard 

to let them know that the tree trimmers will need temporary access to their private property to 

trim branches and clean resulting debris. The project is anticipated to be started in November and 

completed before year’s end. 
 

Holiday Decor: 

Wreaths—for our gatehouses are faded and worn. The committee wishes to replace them with 

32” wreaths. The five remaining large (54” diameter) wreaths will be refurbished. They are 

traditionally placed at the CC entrance and inside the pergola arches facing CSP and PRP.  

Lit Garland—to wrap 14 electrified street lights at entrances and in front of CC sign off TRB. 

Red Bows—attached to streetlight poles just above the battery box. This is an “event” that will be 

organized by the Families Club and should be advertised to the entire community for participation. 

The committee requests that the board approve the expense for above projects, anticipated to 

amount to $1050, but not to exceed $1200. 
 

Other: 

• Card Tables—in the CC are worn, but since they are constructed of solid wood, we will attempt 

to refurbish them with stain and try to stabilize the loose legs. We have not identified 

alternative options at a price we can live with.  

• Pool furniture—will stay locked up until board decides otherwise. Chains are beginning to rust and 

leave stains on new furniture. Larry will try to isolate the chains from the furniture to keep the rust off.  

• Oaks "butchered" at SMC and Glade Fern—are located on owner's property. No procedure in place to 

define how much trimming/maintenance may be done on trees, so not much we can do. Ed will ask 

arborist Erik to take a look when he arrives to trim the boulevard oaks. 

 

Meeting adjourned at 3:05 pm. 

 

Submitted by Kathrin Harris 



ATTACHMENT  A 
 

Bloomings Landscape & Turf Management 
5824 Bee Ridge Rd #165 

Sarasota, FL. 

34233 

9419279765 

shane@bloomingslandscape.com 

DATE 

Oct 28, 2020 

 

Turtle Rock 

edward@sunstatemanagement.com 

 

 

DESCRIPTION         RATE             QTY  AMOUNT 

South entrance landscape renovation west side                                $6,661.00          1  $6,661.00 
Remove existing landscape, prep bed, modify irrigation, install sod to shrink bed 

and reset large bolders. Install colorful plantings as shown in depiction. 

 

South entrance landscape renovation east side   $5,465.00          1  $5,465.00 
Remove existing landscape, prep bed, modify irrigation, install sod to shrink bed 

and reset large bolders. Install colorful plantings as shown in depiction. 

 

Replace the failing Duranta in median at south entry  $      18.00        33  $   594.00 
Between gatehouse and CSP: Replace with Arboricola 

 

Replace Duranta in median just south of CC parking lot  $      18.00         40 $   720.00 
Replace with Dwarf Carrissa Emerald Blanket for line of sight issues 

 

Install Hibiscus tree in voided area along wall at south entry $    145.00          1 $   145.00 
Standard Hibiscus 

 

Fill in and replacement of street corner plantings   $       18.00        65        $1,170.00 
Fill in voided areas and replacement of declining plantings on the street  

corners using our existing mix of species 

 

Tennis court landscape removal     $      400.00          1  $   400.00 
Removal of declining landscape material next to the tennis court and 

playground entry 

 

SUBTOTAL                 $15,155.00 

TAX (0%)                 $          0.00 

 

TOTAL                   $15,155.00 
 

 
 



ATTACHMENT B 

 

 

 

 
EXAMPLE of SOUTHWEST entrance corner (expense needs to be further discussed/negotiated) 

 

 

 

 
EXAMPLE of island inside north gate (expense previously approved) 

 


